4

Mitigation

European countries have a long
history of forest harvesting in snow
avalanche-prone terrain but
clearcut logging is no longer practised on steep mountain slopes.
Because forest practices in British
Columbia are markedly different
from those in Europe, little guidance for cutblock design is
available.
Current research indicates that
many cutblocks exist on potential avalanche terrain in areas with a high
snow supply. However, only a few cutblocks produce destructive
avalanches between harvest and the time when canopy closure is sufficient to change the snowpack and its energy balance. Avalanche initiation
is conditional on the occurrence of some critical combination of weather
and snowpack in the vulnerable post-harvest period.
Engineering specifications for avalanche-inhibiting
structures built in start zones in Europe and Japan
require dense networks of snow-supporting fences
to be constructed from heavy materials with very
solid foundations (Figure 96). The implication is
that retaining a low density of mature trees on a
slope (e.g., a typical seed tree retention prescription
of 50 stems/ha) is likely to have no effect in reducing
avalanche frequency or magnitude.
4.1 HARVEST DESIGN

Cutblock design should be considered in the context
of the scale of topographic features that control
snow accumulation and, hence, loading of any slope.
Many effects occur at the micro- and local scale,
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  Typical engineered
structures used in Europe to prevent
avalanche initiation or arrest any
small events that do occur.
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whereas severe weather occurs at the meso-scale (Table 21) (Weir and
Auer 1995; Hageli and McClung 2000).
 

Scale effects on snow accumulation

Scale

Distance

Example

Micro
Local
Meso
Regional
Macro

1 m–10 m
10 m–1 km
1 km–50 km
50 km–500 km
> 500 km

Lee of ridge top or rock outcrop
Gully or cutblock
Valley system
Entire mountain range
Synoptic weather system

Slope Length

Preliminary field surveys undertaken in British Columbia forests point to
a relationship between length of slope in the cutblock and susceptibility
of the downslope forest to avalanche damage, but research on avalanche
penetration into standing forest is incomplete (D. McClung, University
of British Columbia, pers. comm.). There is likely to be some threshold
slope distance beyond which a given size of avalanche (i.e., Size 3 or larger) will develop sufficient speed to generate impact pressures capable of
breaking mature timber. Slope lengths greater than 200 m are considered
to pose moderate risk, while slope lengths greater than 400 m are considered to pose high risk, in combination with other factors (McClung and
Stitzinger 2002).
Cutblock width (i.e., the distance parallel with the contour) is less critical
than slope length, but does affect wind exposure. Wider blocks offer a
greater length of fetch for wind to entrain new snow and redeposit it in
areas lee to local-scale topographic features.
There is little documented research on the influence of alternative cutblock size and shape on avalanche occurrence. However, basic principles
can be used to develop harvest systems to reduce risk factors. Foresters
and avalanche assessors are encouraged to work together to devise suitable systems. Forest managers should balance the severity of avalanche
risk against forestry constraints, such as age class, species and structure,
forest health, and the availability and operating costs of suitable harvesting equipment. Alternatives to large clearcuts should be considered on
steep slopes at higher elevations, because of the greater likelihood of
avalanching due to the higher snow supply, and because of the slower
growth rates that delay the establishment of new forest.
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The benefits of small patch cuts
and other alternative designs
should be weighed against the
range of costs associated with increased road density; apart from
greater capital expense, environmental costs may arise from site
degradation and soil losses and
potentially an increased landslide
frequency. It may be possible to
offset these costs by using temporary roads and forwarding trails.

Recommendations are Interim
Any recommendations made here should be
regarded as provisional. Little is proven
about the effects of harvest design on
avalanche initiation or avalanche
penetration into standing forest. On-going
research at the University of British Columbia
is expected to shed light on some of these
issues.

Strategies that reduce the avalanche risk should be considered early in the
Forest Development Plan process, before road layout and cutblock design
are determined. Opportunities to fine-tune the prescription for a previously laid-out cutblock are likely to be limited.
Lateral yarding with a motorized carriage offers the possibility of harvesting timber along the contour or in a chevron pattern on steep terrain
while maintaining reduced downslope lengths in openings (Figure 97).
Harvest costs are higher because of the extra equipment involved but the
risk of producing destructive avalanches may be significantly reduced.

 

The Total Chance Harvest Plan proposes alternative block designs for
cable harvesting on slopes steeper than 60% in a high snowfall area. Avalanche
assessments indicated that avalanches of greater than Size 3 would likely initiate once
in 10 years if large clearcuts were created in the area. (Total Chance Harvesting Plan by
G. Sime, RPF, Silvatech Consulting, for MoF Arrow Lakes Forest District and Pope and
Talbot, Nakusp, B.C.)

first pass
second pass
third pass
fourth pass
partial cut
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This may affect the economics of harvesting lowerquality forest stands in steep terrain. Note that
maintaining a short slope distance when contourlogging in steep blocks may bring the added benefit
of reducing visual impacts.
 

The length of fetch for
wind-transported snow is greatly reduced
in small openings. Group selection
harvesting (cutting of small patches) is
less likely to produce areas prone to
generating destructive avalanches, than
is harvesting of large clearcuts.

Small patch cuts or single tree selection where timber is extracted by helicopter is another method of
reducing the total opening size and reducing the
potential for creating large avalanche start zones
(Figures 98 and 99). A 1-ha opening (50 m downslope × 200 m parallel with the contour) may
represent a reasonable dimension.
Retention of timber reserves at potential avalanche
initiation points within steep cutblocks should be
considered during block design. Such reserves may
have ecological value, as wildlife tree patches, for
example (Figure 100). Existing avalanche paths can
be extended laterally and longitudinally if adjacent
tree cover is removed. Frequent disturbance by
even small avalanches can make it impossible to
re-establish a free-growing new plantation.

 

Group selection
using small cable or helicopter
harvesting systems is appropriate
in steep terrain in areas of high
snow supply. Destructive snow
avalanches (Size 3 or greater) are
unlikely to occur in small openings.

Areas surrounding outcropping rock, steep cliff
bands, old landslide head scarps, or concave depressions should be considered for timber reserves.
In terrain over 30° (60%), some of these same geomorphological features may pose constraints on
harvesting because of other geotechnical concerns
or potentially elevated risk of mass failure, especially if the surface topography suggests that drainage
is convergent. These issues should be identified
during a Terrain Stability Field Assessment, and
mitigative strategies detailed in the silvicultural
prescription (Figures 101–103). Retention of timber
in such areas may serve multiple objectives.

 

Tree patches retained
in steeper terrain alter the radiation
balance over the snowpack, intercept
snowfall, and alter local wind flow. High
stumps increase the surface roughness
and provide some mechanical reinforcement to the snowpack.
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In Figure 97, natural avalanche
paths (mapped in white) that initiate in alpine zones dissect the
forest and run out into a fishbearing creek (designated S2). The
Total Chance Harvesting Plan calls
for wildlife buffers to be retained
around avalanche tracks and
runout zones, in accordance with
the Kootenay-Boundary Land Use
Plan’s provision for grizzly bear
habitat ( Resource Management Zone Objective 5). A wildlife
connectivity corridor, set out on
slopes of less than 80%, has been
proposed to cross the creek at the
western boundary of the area.




  Silviculture prescription specifies
retention of high stumps (0.8–1.2 m) at a density of
100 stems per hectare and retention of trees with dbh of less
than 17.5 cm in areas susceptible to avalanche initiation.
(P. Gribbon RPF, Downie Street Sawmills)

  Polygon-based 1:5000 scale mapping produced during a Terrain Stability Field Assessment. A snow
avalanche path was identified running from the gully within a proposed block to the fan below. (Baumann Engineering)
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Block layout strategies to reduce avalanche susceptibility. (Designs developed by A. Freeland 1991)

Chevron-shaped patches are proposed for harvest on the first and third
logging pass, about 40 years apart, to allow for regeneration in adjacent
areas. Harvest systems will employ a motorized carriage with downhill
yarding. The typical vertical fall in each patch is 60 m and slope distance
is 100 m. Narrow yarding corridors (purple lines) will not be replanted
until after the third pass through the area.
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4.2 SILVICULTURAL STRATEGIES

Some of the strategies suggested below are considered by experienced
foresters to reduce the avalanche susceptibility of harvested areas. Other
strategies seem intuitively correct, but must be regarded as interim and
unproven. Most of these strategies will be less effective in areas of high
snow supply.
Principles of positive adaptive forest management indicate that if two
or more silvicultural strategies are applied in similar terrain to mitigate
avalanche damage, then annual avalanche monitoring may improve our
understanding of strategies that reduce avalanche susceptibility (Taylor
et al. 1997).
Increasing Surface Roughness

Start zones with rough surfaces appear to display a lower frequency of
snow avalanching than those with smooth surfaces (e.g., grass, smooth
rock slabs, or fine talus slopes). In forestry situations, surface roughness
is markedly reduced where a broadcast burn is prescribed or where
stumps are cut close to the ground to improve deflection for cable logging.
Early winter avalanche thresholds (the depth of snow required to predispose a steep slope to avalanching) will depend on surface roughness.
Retention of High Stumps

Retention of tree stumps appears to reduce or inhibit the release of fulldepth avalanches. Some logging companies in British Columbia schedule
harvesting from mid- to late winter to maximize the height of retained
stumps. The risk trade-off is that workers may be exposed to periods of
avalanche danger that do not exist in other seasons.
A high-stump prescription may be appropriate in old cedar stands if the
lower boles exhibit high levels of decay and are of no merchantable value.
Stumps are likely to last longer in Interior Cedar–Hemlock () forests
compared to Engelmann Spruce–Subalpine Fir () forest types.
If high stumps are to be prescribed, then the avalanche assessor and the
forester should communicate or, better yet, visit the field together to ensure this is feasible. One company reports that a workable prescription is
to cut trees at a height of 30 cm above the snowpack during winter harvesting. Retention of high stumps may also reduce the frequency of hard
slab avalanches in low to average snow years, but prompt, successful restocking is the key to minimizing avalanche activity.
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Retention of high stumps can make cable logging difficult or impractical,
especially where only partial suspension can be achieved on lines with
poor deflection. Several companies report that high-stump prescriptions
are often too difficult to work with and pose a danger to workers.
High stumps also reduce the potential value of a cutblock for winter
recreation.
Avalanche-inhibiting structures built in the start zone are generally designed to be as high as the maximum expected snowpack. If such
structures become buried and a weak layer develops above them, they
will have no effect in preventing avalanches involving new snow layers in
heavy snowfall winters. The implication is that the strategy of leaving a
dense network of high stumps on a clearcut does not guarantee protection against avalanches in all conditions.
Given that avalanches preferentially release below steep bands of outcropping rock or rock pinnacles, a retention of high stumps may reduce
the susceptibility of such an area to avalanching. A high-stump prescription may be appropriate in some harvest scenarios or in selected areas
within a clearcut but is not a universal remedy.
Stethem et al. (1996) cited a Japanese study of an area with a 3- to 5-m
snowpack. It was found that half the stumps in a block had rotted and
overturned 9 years after logging. Full-depth avalanches occurred after
stump densities decreased to 100 stumps per hectare (Saeki et al. 1981).
High stumps endure greater turning moments under snow creep and so
are more likely to be torn out once primary rootlets decay. High stumps
generally do not provide long-term protection against avalanches. For
tree species other than cedar, significant root deterioration usually occurs
at 5–15 years after harvest (Sidle 1991; Watson et al. 1999). Prompt successful reforestation is key to reducing avalanche susceptibility. High
stumps should not be relied on in a high-risk (high-consequence) situation (e.g., where there is a highway or a dwelling downslope of the
proposed cutblock).
Planting on the downhill side of stumps reduces the effect of snow creep
on seedlings, which may otherwise produce J-shaped trunks.
Biological aspects should also be considered in the analysis. Woody
debris offers good habitat and cover for some species. However, the
increased likelihood and consequences (risk) of harbouring insect
populations (e.g., spruce bark beetle) in decaying stumps may offset
some benefits.
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Cross Log Retention

Retaining high stumps, in conjunction with leaving logs across the slope,
will impede snow glide and in that way assist reforestation (Figure 104).
One forest operator reported trials using a helicopter grapple to position
cross logs. Others emphasized the impracticality and difficulty, if not the
threat to the safety of workers involved, in trying to arrange cross logs
with cable harvest systems.
In western Austria, a combination of high stumps
and cross log retention is recommended to reduce
avalanche susceptibility following harvest (Heumader 1999).
Slash Loading

Forest companies operating near Revelstoke, an area
of high snow supply, report that full depth avalanches do not appear to occur in blocks with high slash
loading. In the Nagle Creek example (described in
Section 6.6) only one of three adjacent cutblocks
avalanched. The affected block had the least amount
of retained slash and least rough surface (Figure 105).

  Logs retained by
high stumps used to inhibit snow creep
and glide in a gully.

Retention of Understory

Retention of understory and non-merchantable trees
(less than 17.5 cm dbh) and advanced regeneration
assists in maximizing the surface roughness. Combining these strategies may provide benefit beyond
the time when the majority of tree stumps and roots
have rotted.
Avoidance of Broadcast Burning

  Avalanche initiated
at a convex change in slope where
stump height was reduced to improve
deflection for cable yarding. Fracture
depth was 0.8–1.2 m, while stumps were
locally 0.3 m.

A general consensus is that broadcast burning
should be avoided and that the non-merchantable understory should be
retained to increase the surface roughness in potential avalanche start
zones.
Modification of Local-scale Climate

Partial cut systems (e.g., variable retention) may alter the local wind
fields and the energy balance over the snowpack. Snow falling from
retained trees may disturb layering and reduce surface hoar build-up
sufficiently to reduce the susceptibility for avalanching. This strategy may
also assist in attaining objectives for protection of wildlife habitat (see
Section 2.8, “Ecological Significance”).
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In areas with low to moderate snow supply, strategically placed tree
patches and reserves, and a reduction of cutblock size, may reduce the
amount of wind-transported snow available to load start zones.
Retention of Timbered Margins Adjacent to Avalanche Runout

Trees beside confined avalanche paths limit the spread of small- to
medium-sized avalanches, particularly in lower-gradient parts of the
runout zone. Conservative margins should be retained on both sides of
gullies where avalanches run, to prevent the lateral and lineal extension
of existing avalanche paths (Figure 106).
Species Vulnerability

With regard to the vulnerability of the forest
downslope of clearcuts with a high avalanche
potential, numerous variables must be considered,
including tree species, dbh, and age class. Natural
selection has equipped certain ecosystems to survive snow creep and endure avalanche impact.
Alder is perhaps the most resilient species, and so
it is often found growing in avalanche paths. Cedar
and hemlock are considered to be moderately well
adapted and have higher tolerance thresholds,
while spruce and balsam are intolerant of
avalanche impact.
 
Cutblock boundary set too close to
gullies where avalanches run.
Avalanches are likely to break out
into the openings, reducing the
success of forest restocking.

The Swiss have conducted research on snow creep,
snow glide, and avalanche forces on trees and have
produced guidelines on the density of trees necessary to resist the forces as a function of the slope
incline, ground roughness, and snow conditions
(Salm 1978). This finding is unproven in British
Columbia.

4.3 EFFECTS OF HARVESTING ON HELISKI, SNOWCAT, AND WILDERNESS
SKIING OPERATIONS

Heliski, snowcat, and wilderness skiing, and other backcountry winter
operations, are licensed and authorized to use forested land in British
Columbia. Clearcut logging can compromise avalanche safety in such
operations.
In eastern British Columbia, where the majority of heliski operations are
located, experience has shown there is an abnormally high incidence of
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surface hoar formation in clearcuts (compared with many other mountain ranges). This has the effect of excluding significant amounts of
harvested terrain from being usable for skiing in many winters, because
buried surface hoar increases the risk of avalanching. Based on the Canadian system for avalanche sizes, a practical upper limit to acceptability
for skiing parties is an avalanche of Size 1.5 (Table 4). Thus, when slope
angles exceed 25° (50%), clearcut logging above or in established ski runs
and other skiable terrain will virtually always create or increase avalanche
potential and influence safety and operational issues for heliski and
snowcat-skiing operators and the public. Ideally, harvest plans should
address input from all licensed users of forested land, include broad
considerations of the increased risk to safety, and incorporate an analysis
of benefits versus all costs and externalities.
Heliski operations often confine their skiing to below the treeline when
the avalanche danger is high in alpine areas or when poor flying conditions occur above the treeline. Heliski operators take advantage of
frequent skier traffic to compact the snow and disturb weak layers (thus
decreasing the snowpack instability), but this is not always possible.
Canadian Mountain Holidays Heliskiing employs an experienced forestry
technician to plan cutblocks that offer skiing potential and provide harvesting opportunities for the forest industry. Narrow, vertically oriented
cutblocks provide an important example of co-operation between the
forest and tourism industries and the Ministry of Forests (Figure 107).
4.4 STREAM CROSSING LOCATION AND ROAD LAYOUT

The following principles should be considered when
designing stream crossings and laying out roads that
will be used in winter and in avalanche-prone
terrain.
• Bridges in avalanche paths may be extremely vulnerable (Figures 108–109). It is difficult to provide
sufficient clearance for an avalanche mass to travel
under a bridge. Innovative design is required for a
bridge that is to withstand likely impact pressures
(Figure 110). Rock fords may provide more suitable crossings (Figure 111). Note that culverts may
be required below the ford to ensure fish passage
(refer to the Stream Crossing Guidebook for Fish
Streams [B.C. Ministry of Forests 2002]).
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These narrow,
vertically oriented cutblocks set out for
heliskiing in the Bugaboos are designed
to minimize avalanche susceptibility.
Soft edges are created to minimize visual
impacts in cutblocks used by an
international heliski clientele. Forest
management and harvesting can be
integrated to maximize recreational
and harvesting opportunities while
minimizing avalanche potential.
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a)

b)

 

A poor bridge
location directly in line with the runout
of a large snow avalanche path (bottom
centre of photo a). The Bull River bridge
had been in place for 30 years before
being impacted by a large avalanche.

  Bridge span
destroyed by a large snow avalanche.

• The flow direction of wet snow avalanches can
be unpredictable. Road designers should roll the
grade down into a crossing to reduce the possibility of any avalanche mass leaving the channel
and flowing down the road.
• Large avalanches seldom run the full length of
long concave profile paths. A road that crosses
low in the runout zone will be affected less often
than a road that crosses upslope in the track.
Note that this may conflict with wildlife habitat
protection objectives (see Habitat Protection
Guidelines, p. 43). Roads in or immediately
below avalanche start zones or high in the track
(or roads that cross through steep clearcuts in
areas of high snow supply) will present a high
hazard in many winters (Figure 112).
• The probability of a moving vehicle being struck
by an avalanche is very low. However, any vehicle stopped or stuck in an avalanche path during
a severe storm or at times of high snow instability may be at significant risk.
Even a small amount of avalanche debris on the
road will stop a truck. A high-hazard situation
exists when a number of avalanche paths intersect
a road at close intervals, especially if there is no
opportunity for a loaded logging truck to turn
around between paths.
Turnouts and turn-around points, chain-up areas,
rescue caches, landings, fuel caches, and similar
sites and equipment should be located in designated safe stopping areas. Where forest roads cross
avalanche paths, the general grade should be reduced to prevent the possibility of a laden truck
becoming stuck at times of heavy snowfall (when
the avalanche danger is often rising).

Logging around a switchback or setting out a switchback within a steep
cutblock increases the exposure and hence the risk (Figures 113 and 114).
Road designers should consider the road location relative to cutblock
boundaries and also the increased avalanche susceptibility from fillslope
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over-steepening. When assessing the potential for snow
avalanche initiation from a
road user perspective, it is safer
to locate a road across the top
of an existing cutblock, or
locate new cutblocks below
roads (Figure 113).
Excavation of a road through
or at the base of a steep continuous slope within a cutblock
may remove the area where a
snow slab might otherwise be
supported in compression. Locally over-steepened fillslopes
seem to create favoured points
for avalanche initiation in steep
terrain in areas of high snow
supply (Figure 115) (see the
Nagle Creek case study, Section
6.6).

a) A low-profile slab girder
bridge designed at a site frequently overrun by snow
avalanches.

b) The deck is movable to allow for
periodic removal and cleaning.
The clearance below the deck is
approximately 0.6 m.

c) The bridge consists of
concrete slab girders
supported on lock-block
abutments.

d) The channel was graded into the
structure by placing boulders to provide a
gradual transition over the structure for
the flowing core of the avalanche mass.

  Alternative bridge design for a high-frequency avalanche
path containing a stream that has permanent flow.

a) & b) Road crossing constructed by careful placement of very large angular rock.
Shot rock 600–1000
typical, none less
than 300 mm

Concept

Shot rock 1000–1300
nominal, none less
than 400 mm
18 m

Cha
nne
lg

radie
nt

43 m

c) Conceptual design shows rock placement
schedule.

 

d) Avalanche debris over site after completion.
Note person (circled) for scale.

Rock ford used to cross the track of a large avalanche path.
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Small bladed trails and roads may break up
smooth slopes, increasing surface roughness and
reducing susceptibility to glide avalanching. However, this must not be adopted as a universal
prescription because bladed trails can intercept
and redirect shallow groundwater and lead to misdirected drainage and landslides.
Where a number of avalanche paths intersect a
mainline road in high-hazard areas, a simple cache
of rescue equipment should be stored at a suitable
location (e.g., a primary intersection) or on either
side of major avalanche paths.
On high-traffic mainline roads crossing avalanche
paths, “No Stopping” signs should be erected.
  Forest roads that
cross high in an avalanche track will be
affected more often. A valley floor road
location generally offers less risk, but
avalanche deposits may be deeper than
upslope. However, roads that cross
through runout zones may degrade
grizzly bear habitat.

NO
STOPPING
Entering
Avalanche
Area Path:
X.X km

Leaving
Avalanche
Area

Radio Call Point

 

Use of this switchback
section of road in winter prolongs
exposure to avalanches. Harvesting above
forest roads increases the avalanche risk
faced by winter road users.
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“Avalanche Area” signs should be posted around
individual paths rather than one sign being posted
at each end of several kilometres of road where
perhaps six 40 m wide paths may intersect the
road. This heightens awareness and is good risk
communication: signed areas are clearly identifiable as avalanche areas. In the event of an accident,
the rescue party can also use the signs as an indicator of how close they can approach and still be safe
(the avalanche may have occurred at night, or
whiteout conditions may exist at the time of the
incident). Managers cannot assume that the rescue
team will be familiar with the area. Signage should
be taken down in summer to maximize its impact
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during the winter avalanche season. Good signage assists in the application of Safe Work Procedures (Appendix 2) (L. Redfern, , Crestbrook
Forest Industries, pers. comm.).

 

Avalanche path on the public road to Shames ski area, Terrace. The
fillslope below the upper road section (right of centre) appears to have failed, creating a
small convex bowl where avalanches may initiate.

  Oversteepened road fillslopes that dissect large clearcuts in steep
terrain are common points for avalanche initiation, especially in areas of high snow
supply such as La Forme Creek in the Selkirk Mountains north of Revelstoke. Road
deactivation measures that include the pull back of fill material may reduce, but will not
eliminate, the long-term avalanche risk within clearcuts.
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5

Managing avalanche
risks in winter

5.1 FIELD OBSERVATIONS AND
RECORDING SYSTEMS

An observation and recording system needs to be in place if accurate
avalanche predictions are to be
made or if explosives-based control work is to be cost-effective.
The Canadian Observation Guidelines and Recording Standards for
Weather, Snowpack, and Avalanches ( 1995) stress that observations
should be made in a consistent manner. Observations are best if collected
on a regular schedule, while the breadth and depth of the system should
reflect the severity of the avalanche problem in the area. The following
model, which proposes three classes of data used in avalanche prediction,
is useful in prioritizing the observation effort (McClung and Schaerer
1993, pp. 128–162) (Figure 116).
Class  data are stability factors and are considered to be the most relevant for assessing avalanche danger. The data are obtained at the snow
surface and describe the relationship between downslope load and weak
layers. They are essentially “bull’s eye” indicators (LaChapelle 1980;
Fredston and Fesler 1994).
Class  data are obtained within the snowpack and describe snowpack
weaknesses and loads on weak layers. Skilled observers are required to
obtain these data, which are often non-numeric and therefore recorded as
symbols. Class  are data not readily amenable to quantitative analysis
and may be subject to considerable spatial variability (McClung and
Schaerer 1993, p. 166).
Class  data are essentially meteorological parameters obtained above
the snow surface. They are point data and, as such, may not correctly describe the meso-scale spatial variability found in a mountain environment
(Weir and Auer 1995). Class  data are easiest to obtain but are often less
relevant than Class  or  data (McClung and Schaerer 1993, p. 162).
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Given that Class  data are of the
greatest value in predicting
avalanches, priority should be
given to collecting this information. Thus, most operations
should aim to keep daily records
of snow avalanche activity (and,
equally important, records of
non-activity). Field staff should
be on watch for signs of snow instability, such as fracturing or
cracking at the snow surface.

Class III: Meteorological Factors
•
•
•
•

Precipitation
Wind
Temperature
Snow surface condition

⇓

Class II: Snowpack Factors
• Past avalanches
• Snowpack structure (profile
interpretation)
• Hardness
• Layering
• Grain form and size
• Liquid water content

The frequency of snowpack observations (Class  data) will
depend on the risk in the area. In
low-risk areas, it may be necessary to routinely collect these
data. The underlying implication
is that weather observations
(Class  data) should not be the
only form of data collected.

⇓

Class I: Stability Factors
• Current avalanches
• Fracture propagation and cracking of
the snow cover
• Results of explosive tests and other
slope stability tests

⇓

Avalanches

 

Causal chain considered in avalanche
prediction. The lower the class number, the more certain
the interpretation and the more direct the evidence.
(McClung and Schaerer 1993, p. 125)

5.2 CLASS I DATA: AVALANCHE
OBSERVATIONS

All significant avalanches and
other Class  data should be
recorded in a field notebook
(Figure 117). Noting the non-occurrence of avalanches is equally important. Important points are:
• Information about avalanche occurrences and non-occurrences is used
in association with other observations in evaluating snow stability.
• Observations identify areas where avalanches have released earlier in
the winter, and thus snow stability may vary between these sites and
undisturbed slopes.
• Avalanche observation data are essential when protective works and
facilities are planned, the effectiveness of control measures is assessed,
and forecasting models are developed by correlating past weather and
snow conditions with avalanche activity ( 1995).
Each month, a time-series plot of avalanche observations should be made
on a large sheet of graph paper along with weather observations. These
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graphs will become the basis of an operation’s avalanche evaluation
program. The graphs will provide a ready reference if it becomes
necessary to call in a specialist technician to assist with avalanche risk
management. Time-series graphs encapsulate important knowledge that
might otherwise be lost through staff turnover. Graphs also provide a
clear audit trail and allow managers to judge the effectiveness of an
avalanche control operation.
Avalanche Observations

Observer: B. A.

Location TFL 54, from 1100 Road

Starting
zone

Terminus

Forest
damage

MP
TR
BP

0.5
0
1.5

TR

0

Date

Time

Path

010209
010209
010210

~
1500
1500

Moose
km 18
Bear 2

010211
010211

1110
1115

Dans
9.2km

 

Type
S/L
S

Aspt

Size

Trig

S

NE
N
E

2.0
3.0
3.5

N
N
N

Elevation
m
1700
1600
1850

L

S

2.5
0

Xh
Xh

1800
1600

Ha

Road buried
average
Long
m
0
50
0

Depth
m

Comments

4
Broke old firs
Deposit 10 m
deep in creek

0

Heli bombing
No results

Sample page from field notebook of basic avalanche observations. (After CAA 1995)

5.3 CLASS II DATA: SNOWPACK

Mountain snowpacks are known to exhibit a high
degree of spatial and temporal variability. Site selection is important when undertaking in situ field
tests, collectively termed a “snow profile study”
(Figure 118). Site selection will determine the relevance and applicability of the data to the objective of
assessing snow stability.
When a snow avalanche technician excavates a snow
pit, the layer boundaries are identified and the form
and size of snow grains within each layer are classified according to the 1990 International Commission
on Snow and Ice classification system (Colbeck et al.
1990;  1995).
The hardness and density of each layer are identified
(these parameters can be correlated with snow
strength for some grain forms). Temperature is measured at intervals up through the pack and the data
used to calculate the gradient across each layer. If a
layer is found to be at 0°C, then a simple measure of
liquid water content is obtained.
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  Snow profile studies
conducted at fracture lines are used to
identify failure layers.
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Once the individual layers have been described, the interface between
layers and the properties of very thin layers are described. One or more
stability tests will then be used to locate the weak layers in the snowpack
(Figure 119). Consideration is given to the load on the weakest layer, as
well as to the strength, hardness, and temperature of the layers above the
weak layer.
A snow stability field test should aim for the following
(Schaerer 1991):
• It should stress the weak layer in shear, not bending or compressing.
• The force applied must stress the snow to failure.
• The area under stress should be as large as possible.
• The test should be suitable for application both on
a sloping and a level snow cover.
• Preparation of the test site and the repeated observations should require not more than 30 minutes.
• Any equipment used must be simple and portable.
• The test should give unbiased, quantitative, and
objective information.

  Shovel shear
test is used to locate but not rate a
weak layer or interface.

The Rutschblock test comes closest to meeting these
criteria (Figure 120) (see Jamieson 1997, p. 17).
Experienced avalanche technicians
(i.e.,  Level 2 qualified) are
trained to integrate snow profile
data with other observations to
make an assessment of snowpack
stability for any given elevation
and aspect (Figure 121). A standard
snow stability rating system is presented in Appendix 6 ( 1995).

 
The Rutschblock test requires a
slope of 25° (47%) or more. An
isolated block is progressively
loaded until failure.
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Snowpack
observations conducted at
safe sites at the elevation of
avalanche start zones give
relevant information for use in
snow stability assessments.
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Skilled observers aim to answer the following critical questions when
making snowpack observations to assess snow stability:
• Do weak layers or weak bonds exist in the snowpack?
• What is the strength of the weakest layers and bonds?
• What is the depth of the weakness below the surface and what is the
snow load on the weakness?
• How strong are the snow layers above the weakness? (Does a slab exist?)
• How are the layers and weaknesses distributed across the terrain?
(McClung and Schaerer 1993, p. 141).
 
Symbol

Basic snow grain classification (After
Colbeck et al. 1990)

Basic classification

Code

Precipitation particles
(new snow)
Decomposing and
fragmented particles
Rounded grains
(monocrystalline)



■
^

Solid-faceted crystals
Cup-shaped crystals
(depth hoar)




o

Wet grains
Feathery crystals
(surface hoar)




■

Ice masses
Surface deposits
and crusts




+
/
•

 


4
1








Snowpack hardness test

Symbol Hand test
Fist in glove
Four fingers in
glove
One finger in
glove
Blunt end of
pencil
Knife blade
Too hard to
insert knife

Term

An experienced snow avalanche technician
(holding a CAA Level 2 qualification) should
be consulted to develop a suitable field
observation program that meets the needs
and circumstances of the forest operation.

Graphic

Very low
Low

/

Medium

×

High

//

Standard symbols are used to represent snow grain forms observed
in each layer during snow profile
analysis (Tables 22 and 23). Layer
hardness is measured along with
liquid water content.
Snowpack observations from field
work should be plotted on a standard snow profile form (Figure 122).
A template is available in the
Canadian Observation Guidelines
and Recording Standards for
Weather, Snowpack, and Avalanches ( 1995). A  (Windows
personal computer) software application (Figure 123) is available to
assist with this task and brings the
added benefit of making the data
available for other applications.

Very high ×
×
Ice
■
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Snow Profile: Organisation FPS.
Date 20010228
Location Blk 83
Aspect W
H
(cm)

Time 1420
Elevation-1810m

Incline 10

R

138

F

F

+r
+

ρ
(kg/m3)

E
(mm)

θ

1
1

dry

80

Observer: P.M., A. LeB.
Sky ⊕
Precip S -1
Foot Pen 32 cm
Comments / shear tests

130
F

/

0.5

moist

160

4F

/ •

0.3-0.5

dry

220

F

∨

4

1F

♦ •

0.5

112

Rb 3 stellars at 112 cm

80

~

78

Shovel Easy at 78 cm
260

45
I

~

ice layer

~

crust

44
K

1-2

Type: Full
Wind Mod, SE
Air Temp -2.0
Surface -2.5
H
(cm)

T
(oC)

128
120
110
100
90
80
70
60
50
40

-0.5
0
0
-1.0
-2.0
-4.0
-5.5
-5.0
-4.0
-3.0

30
20
10
0

-2.5
-2.0
-1.0
0

35
P

♦

1

1F

∧

3-5

18

330
Dry

290

partially rounded

0

Abbreviations used (in columns from left to right) are:
H–Height of snow layer boundary (cm)
E–Grain size (b axis in mm)
R–Resistance to penetration (hardness)
θ–Liquid water content (squeeze test)
F–Grain form (Colbeck et al. 1990)
ρ–Density (kg/m3)
T–Temperature (°C) at height H

 

Standard field notebook set out for a full snow profile observation. (CAA 1995)

Snow Profile Interpretation

A high level of experiential skill is required to interpret snow profile data
and extract the Class  information used in avalanche prediction. This
skill is developed through field experience and mentoring. Fracture line
investigations offer important learning opportunities.
The B.C. Ministry of Transportation’s Snow Avalanche Program has
developed a knowledge-based expert system that runs on a  for snow
profile interpretation (Joseph 1994). The application, named “Snow
Profile Assistant,” encapsulates the knowledge of some of the most senior
avalanche forecasters in the province and elsewhere. The system identifies
the layers most likely to fail and rates the probability of failure at that
layer (Figure 124). When appropriate, the system describes scenarios likely
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  Plot of a snow profile produced by PC application:
• Average snow density (ρ) and equivalent water content of each layer (HW) and whole pack (HSW) are calculated
automatically.
• Hardness (H) is plotted as a horizontal bar graph on the left side of the profile.
• Snow temperature is plotted as a line.
• An assessment of snow stability should be given at the bottom of the page.

 

Screen from
a knowledge-based expert
system designed to assist with
snow profile interpretation.
(Example shows “Snowpro”
software used to interface to
the expert system.)
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to lead to a failure (such as increased load or a rise in temperature). The
system is ideally suited for use in a small operation where only one individual may have training in snow profile observation, interpretation, and
avalanche forecasting (i.e., someone with  Level 2 training). Sole
practitioners often benefit by having a second opinion when they are
making critical judgements.
Numerical Avalanche Forecasting

Knowledge-based computer applications hold great potential for
avalanche forecasting (McClung and Schaerer 1993, pp. 164–166).
Bayesian statistics offer a solution to the problem of meshing the expertise of the human forecaster with the data processing capabilities of a
computer (Press 1989; Weir and McClung 1994).
Considerable research was undertaken in the 1990s to develop numerical
avalanche forecasting systems and expert systems, particularly in Europe
(Bolognesi et al. 1992; Giraud 1992; Schweizer and Fohn 1994; Gassner et
al. 2000). Expert systems are the way of the future and will offer, in time,
important backup and guidance to persons responsible for managing
avalanche risk in the forestry sector. However, an expert system or other
computer-based method is heavily reliant on the quality and quantity of
the data that it uses. Such systems cannot replace the judgement and skill
of the experienced avalanche technician.
5.4 CLASS III DATA: WEATHER OBSERVATIONS

Instrumentation required to obtain a complete weather record includes:
• maximum and minimum thermometers (or a single max-min
thermometer) in a Stevenson screen (a standard, white-painted,
ventilated enclosure)
• hygro-thermograph (which records air temperature and relative
humidity on a paper chart)
• weighing bucket precipitation gauge (filled with an antifreeze mix)
• manual rain gauge (used when rain is likely)
• two snowboards and a ruler
• a total snow depth stake
• barograph or barometer
Barometric pressure, relative humidity, and precipitation gauge observations may be omitted in less avalanche-prone areas to lower the
instrumentation cost and simplify the observations.
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Just as with forest fire weather data, it is important to obtain daily observations whenever practicable. Each record should be complete. Missing
observations and long gaps in the record reduce the predictive value of
the data.
Basic avalanche observations should be made concurrently with weather
observations. If avalanches fall onto any forest roads, the length of road
affected, the kilometre point, and the deposit depth (measured at the
centre of the road) should be recorded.
Avalanche occurrences should be noted with each weather observation.
This practice can prove very useful should there be a need to cross-check
weather and avalanche data. Relating weather and avalanche occurrence
data is the foundation of numeric avalanche forecasting (McClung and
Schaerer 1993, p. 164; McClung and Tweedy 1994).
The Canadian Observation Guidelines and Recording
Standards for Weather, Snowpack, and Avalanches
allows for a moderate degree of flexibility with regard to the choice of parameters observed, but
requires that each parameter be observed in a consistent manner and recorded using a standard
notation ( 1995).
Weather data are the easiest parameters to obtain.
Basic weather observations (including observations
of snowfall and snow surface condition) should be
made early each day, ideally at an elevation close to
the avalanche start zones or at steep, snow-covered
work sites. Temporary observation sites established
on log landings work well (Figure 125).
Weather data should be relayed by radio to a central
point where they may be plotted on a simple, timeseries profile on graph paper so that an ongoing
record of conditions is available to the person responsible for avalanche risk management.
If weather conditions change markedly during the
day (in winter, this may mean the onset of heavy
rain or snow, or in spring, a rapid rise in temperature), then a second “interval” observation may be
made.
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A simple, temporary weather
observation plot established on the
edge of a landing. A max–min
thermometer is housed in a whitepainted, well-ventilated screen. A
snowboard (a square of whitepainted plywood with a 1-m verticallocating rod in the centre) is sited on
the snow surface. A metre ruler is
used to measure the depth of new
snow each day. A separate stake is
used to measure the total depth of
snow on the ground.
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An example of a field notebook page is included to illustrate a typical
set of weather observations appropriate for a forestry operation in an
avalanche-prone area (Table 24). Fewer parameters may suffice in some
areas.
 

Typical observations of weather, snow, and avalanche data (After CAA 1995)

Location

CP 43 Block 2, Landing on road 110.3, Elevation: 1450 m

Observer
Date
Time, Type (Std, Int)
Sky Condition
Precipitation Type/Rate

R.M.
000208
0700, S
O
Nil

R.M.
000209
0600, S
⊗
S-1

K.E.L.
000210
0700, S
–⊕
S1

K.E.L.
000211
0640, SI
⊕
S3

K.E.L.
000212
0600, S
⊕
RL

Max Temp (°C)
Min Temp (°C)
Present Temp (°C)
Thermograph (°C)
Thermograph Trend
Relative Humidity (%)

-2.5
-7.0
-6.5
-7

-3.0
-6.0
-3.0
-3

-3.0
-4.5
-4.0
-4

-1.5
-4.0
-1.5
-1

1.0
-4.0
0.0
-0

78

86

New Snow (cm)
Storm (cm) (C = cleared)
Snowpack (cm)
Rain Gauge (mm)
Precip Gauge (mm)
Foot Penetration (cm)
Surface Form/Size

0
0
123
–
60
37

0.1
0.1
122
–
60
35
PP, 0.3

Wind Speed/Dir
Blow Snow Extent/Dir
Barometric Pressure (kPa)

L, E
Nil
104.5

Calm
Nil
103.0

96
10
10
131
–
67
43
PP, 0.3
M, SE
Nil
100

110

0.0
-11.0
-10.0
-10

98

100

67

12
20
139
–
77
52
PP, 0.3

15
21
141
3
82
51
DF, 0.3

14
19, C
139
–
82
45
DF, 0.3

L, S
M, S
99.6

Comments
Avalanches (Type/Size)
Depth on Road (m)
Length of Road Buried (m)

K.E.L.
000213
0700, S
O
Nil

L, SW
Prev
101.0

M, E
U
102.6

Rain gauge
frozen
0

0

0

0

S2.5
1.2
45

L1
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Permanent Weather Stations

Ridgetop locations are best for measuring wind and free air temperature
(Figure 126). High-elevation ridges are harsh environments where instruments are often subject to extreme rime ice accretion, lightning strikes,
and ground surges. Careful selection of any weather station site is important for data to be representative of conditions in the area (Tanner 1990).
International standards and conventions relating
to sensor exposure and ventilation should be followed (World Meteorological Organisation 1983).
Maintenance of a standard sensor height is difficult,
if not impossible, because of the variability in depth
of the winter snowpack. When mounting most
sensors, higher is generally better (except for precipitation measurement), with 10 m being a
common standard.
Capital costs for an electronic weather station capable of operating at high elevations throughout the
winter are considerably greater than for a typical
forest-fire weather station, as additional expenditure
is required to assure continuous winter operations.
Maintenance costs of ridgetop electronic weather
stations can be high because of the need to regularly
restock alcohol-based antifreeze systems used to deice anemometers. Access in winter is generally only
practicable by helicopter.

  Mountaintop
remote weather station used for
avalanche forecasting. Parameters
measured are wind speed and direction
(an alcohol spray inhibits rime ice buildup on the anemometer); air temperature
and humidity (in a radiation shield); and
snow depth (with an ultrasonic range
finder). Snow temperature sensors are
spaced on the white pole at 10-cm
intervals (to derive temperature
gradients within the snowpack).

Sheltered mid-slope locations are far superior sites for measuring snow
accumulation, precipitation, and snowpack temperature parameters. Operating costs are lower at such sites. Air temperature measurements made
at mid-slope sites can often be extrapolated upslope to estimate air temperature conditions at the avalanche start zones through the application
of the average environmental lapse rate (0.6°C per 100 m vertical). In
areas subject to fluctuating freezing levels (e.g., the Coast Range), hourly
data from a mid-slope station are very useful for forecasting direct-action
avalanches. Hourly data may reveal critical trends (such as precipitation
intensity) that are smoothed out in daily summaries.
Valley sites are convenient locations to measure precipitation, but it must
be remembered that precipitation can increase exponentially with elevation
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(Figure 127). Snow loading in avalanche start zones can be seriously underestimated if observations made in the valley bottom are considered
representative of those occurring at higher elevations.
Near real-time data from remote weather stations
can be readily processed by a computer and presented graphically, which enables skilled avalanche
forecasters to readily identify trends that could give
rise to increased avalanche risk (Figure 128).
5.5 MOUNTAIN WEATHER FORECASTING

  Lower-elevation
weather station adjacent to a road in
avalanche terrain. Manual observations
from snowboards give height, density,
and water equivalent of new snow.
Automatic measurements are made of
air temperature and humidity and total
snow depth. Precipitation is measured in
a standpipe (700 mm capacity)
containing glycol and alcohol, which is
mixed with a pump.

360

Maritime weather systems move over the west
coast of North America, often with very strong dynamics, leading to intense periods of precipitation
and fluctuating freezing levels. In the coastal snow
climate, these systems can produce rapidly deteriorating snow stability and “direct action” avalanche
cycles, particularly during rain-on-snow events
(Conway and Wilbour 1999).

Wind Speed

Wind Direction

180

160
80

0
Air Temp

0
48
24

20

Accumulated Precip.

Hourly Precip

10
0
100

24

Total Snow Depth

Interval Snow Depth

50

0
20
10

0
01/05
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0
48

0.00
01/06

01/07

0.00
01/08

01/09

0.00
01/10

01/11

0.00
01/12

01/13

0.00
01/14

01/15

0.0
01/16

0

Time-series plot of weather data used in avalanche prediction. Plots (top to bottom) are:
• Average wind direction and speed, and maximum gust
• Air temperature from two stations of different elevation
• Hourly and accumulated precipitation (measured in a standpipe storage gauge)
• Hourly and total snow depth
(Source: Judd Communications, Utah)
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As weather systems encounter successive mountain ranges across the
province, they become modified, resulting in progressively lesser precipitation and colder temperatures.
In the interior ranges, snow stability tends to change less quickly, since
it often depends on loads applied to weaknesses buried deep within the
snowpack. These weak layers may linger, producing persistent instabilities that last for months, or even a whole winter season (Jamieson 1995;
Davis et al. 1997; Jamieson and Johnston 1999.)
Regardless of the snow climate, changes in snow stability are brought
about by the influence of weather. Just as with weather prediction for
forest fire danger rating, accurate weather forecasts are important for
avalanche prediction.
Conventional weather forecasting now uses General Circulation Models
(s), which run on a global domain to deliver accurate synoptic-scale
forecasts (analyzing features with dimensions in the order of hundreds to
thousands of kilometres). Under certain circumstances, these forecasts
may be accurate at ranges as long as 5–7 days (Figure 129).

Forecast skill (%)

In the past decade, meso-scale
weather forecasting (of features
with dimensions in the order of
Meso-scale
Global
Approach
tens to hundreds of kilometres)
Circulation
100
Models
has increased in accuracy and resoMeso-scale
lution (Roeger et al. 2000). A
computer models
Extrapomeso-scale model is a physical
Topography
lation
Advances in
Persistence
simulation of the atmosphere. It
Satellite
GCMs
images
runs over a limited domain, but
Automatic Observations
stations
Human knowledge
with much higher resolution than
0
a , and incorporates a digital
0
3
6
9
12
15
Time (hours)
terrain map as its bottom bound  Spatial and temporal scales of various
ary. The model output is analyzed
by a meteorologist with experience weather forecasting techniques. (Weir and Auer 1995)
and skill at forecasting for the local
terrain. This enables accurate forecasting of meso-scale features that may have life spans as short as 3 hours.
The maximum temporal scale for meso-scale forecasting is about
48 hours.
The meso-scale technique has specific limits in both temporal and spatial
scales and, to date, cannot accurately predict the location or precise timing of very small-scale features. However, the chance of a meso-scale
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meteorological event (such as the development of a convective precipitation cell) occurring over some time within an area can be accurately
inferred from the model output.

5 days
Conventional
weather
forecasting

12 hours

Meso-scale
weather forecasting
1 hour
1

10

100
Scale (km)

 

1000

Predictive skill associated with mesoscale forecasting technique compared to traditional
approaches. (Weir and Auer 1995)

True meso-scale forecasting is
not yet widely practised in North
America, but holds promise for
those engaged in avalanche
safety and control operations
(S. Walker, meteorologist, MoT
Snow Avalanche Programs, pers.
comm.). The technique will help
close the gap between shortterm forecasts (made through
observations and extrapolation
techniques) and synoptic-scale
forecasts based on  and
other computer model outputs
(Figure 130).

5.6 AVALANCHE CONTROL

Good forest development planning and prudent scheduling can minimize
the amount of avalanche control necessary in forest operations. However,
if winter harvesting of steep terrain coincides with an unstable snowpack
and a high snow supply year, then avalanche control will be necessary.
Passive and Active Control

Passive avalanche control involves avoiding areas that have the potential
to generate avalanches (i.e., areas where unstable snow exists on steep
slopes). The ultimate, safe, passive control procedure is to postpone
harvesting and other operations until early summer.
Active avalanche control in a forestry situation normally involves delivering explosive charges to a slope (e.g., through helicopter bombing of
open slopes or case-charging steep cutbanks on roads), with the objective
of triggering an avalanche. Ideally, all unstable snow will be removed
from the path. Different approaches may be necessary when dealing with
existing avalanche paths as opposed to new avalanche-prone terrain created by clearcut harvesting.
Persons undertaking avalanche control must have current blasting
certificates endorsed for the use of safety fuses in avalanche control.
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Specific endorsements are required for cornice blasting, hand-charging,
and helicopter bombing. Electric detonators are not used because of the
danger of accidental initiation by static electricity fields, commonly associated with blowing snow. A variety of explosives are available, each
producing different effects in snow (Johnson 2000). The typical size of
a charge ranges from 1 to 25 kg.
Consider the Outcome

The preferred philosophy for active avalanche control is to bomb a
suspect slope whenever there is significant new snow loading above a
recognized weak layer. In a forestry context, bombing may be delayed
until a weak layer develops in the snowpack above the height of tree
stumps with intact rooting systems (i.e., for species other than cedar,
stumps may offer protection for 5–15 years after harvest; rot sets in
thereafter).
The objective of regular explosives-based control work is to produce
small avalanches that do not run the full length of any existing path (and
implicitly do not extend the boundaries of existing avalanche paths by
causing damage to intact forest downslope).
This operational philosophy may not be applicable in a steep cutblock—
that is, a block set out in terrain steeper than 30° (60%), with long
continuous slopes above mature forest—as the entire block may represent a start zone. The potential
Bombing above
exists to destroy forest below the downslope timber
Standing Forest
harvest boundary.
The critical slope distance that an avalanche mass
runs to gain sufficient momentum to penetrate
downslope forest depends on the interaction of a
number of terrain and snowpack variables. No
method currently exists to quantify this distance, but
there are examples of timber destruction that clearly
demonstrate that the slope distance is less than
150 m. Critical slope lengths cannot be specified at
this time.
When, and When Not, to Trigger Avalanches

Experienced avalanche technicians are trained to
predict weather periods that will lead to the development of unstable snowpacks. By monitoring weather
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Releasing an
avalanche in a
clearcut where
there is more than
100 m in slope
distance and no
lower-gradient
terrain at the
bottom of the block
will likely enable an
avalanche mass to
accelerate and gain
sufficient
momentum to
damage any forest
downslope.
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forecasts and weather observations, technicians can recognize the optimum time to undertake avalanche control. However, the objectives of
sustainable forest management may present a range of issues that are unfamiliar to an avalanche technician who is new to the forest sector.
If a substantial slab has built up over a weak layer deep in the snowpack
on a steep slope, then any avalanche might lead to significant losses if
mature timber or new plantations exist downslope. Artificially triggered
avalanches may run much farther than expected. Machine costs for
avalanche debris removal can be very high if a long length of forest road
is buried to a depth of more than 2–3 m. However, if workers or others
must access the area, then safety must take priority.
A less risky management option, and perhaps a lower-cost one, may be to
use passive control; that is, cease operations and pull out of the area until
snow stability improves. In extreme cases, it may be safe to resume work
in an area only after spring break-up. If conditions are near critical (i.e.,
snow stability is poor or very poor and the load on a weak layer is considerable), then personnel should not enter the area and equipment in the
area should not be moved until conditions improve.

Interpretation of
Bombing Results
When very few
releases are
produced on a
control mission, it
may indicate that
shots were poorly
placed or that the
timing was off. It
does not necessarily
indicate that the
snowpack was
inherently stable.

Mistiming of bombing can lead to a false sense of
security. Bombing after the “window of opportunity” has passed may produce no results (there is
an optimum time for avalanche control, particularly in the Coast Range, where new snow rapidly
gains in strength). However, bombing that produces no results does not necessarily mean that the
situation is safe. The snowpack may become
unstable again following the next increase in load
(from new snowfall or rain), any reduction in
strength, or an increase in stress at a weak layer
(this could be produced by a variety of factors).

Bombing can also be used to test the hypothesis
that the snowpack is indeed stable (LaChapelle
1980). No releases may be a satisfactory result in
this circumstance. Management commitment should be obtained when
this approach is employed; however, this practice can be perceived as an
expensive treatment that produces no results.
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Consider the Runout, Consider the Consequences

The consequences of avalanche runout must be assessed for each block
where control is contemplated. If a large mass of snow is released, will it
stop before reaching the bottom of the block? A Size 3 or larger
avalanche on a steep, open slope may stop only if
there is a significant reduction in the incline of the
path. High stumps or individual trees will not stop
Elements at Risk
a mass of snow once it is in motion. Channelized
An avalanche atlas
avalanches can flow a long distance once they enter
of all known and
a gully.
potential avalanche
The following points should be addressed:
• If the avalanche does not stop, might the impact
pressures be such that standing timber below the
block will be damaged?
• Is there a building, fish stream, water intake, forest road mainline, highway, railway, power line,
or other utility in the runout zone?
The term “avalanche control” is perhaps a misnomer. Even experienced avalanche workers are
often surprised by avalanche behaviour in both the
start zone and in the runout. Once a large avalanche
is in motion, there is little control. No one can be
absolutely certain as to where it might stop. Many
experienced practitioners of avalanche control have
made the comment “I’ve never seen it do that before.” Practitioners learn to expect the unexpected.

paths should be
completed . The
atlas should list the
elements at risk in
or below each
avalanche path.
The potential
consequences of a
large (climax)
avalanche should
be rated for every
path. An avalanche
atlas is a necessary
foundation for risk
management in
snow avalanche–
prone terrain
(Fitzharris and
Owens 1983).

Helicopter Bombing

Helicopter bombing is a very effective way to test
and release unstable snow without exposing workers
to an avalanche hazard (Figure 131).
The pilot is the key player and has overall command
in any helicopter bombing mission. It is recommended that the pilot be confident, accustomed to
winter conditions, and familiar with the area. The
crew must never pressure the pilot to ascend above
the treeline in whiteout conditions or to take any
other unnecessary risk.
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Rules of Thumb
With respect to
avalanche
initiation and
runout, keep in
mind that it is often
the exception to
commonly
accepted “rules of
thumb” that leads
to incidents and
accidents.
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The pilot must be familiar with Workers’ Compensation Board requirements and the operator’s approved helibombing procedures (Appendix 1).
The helicopter’s owner must have Transport Canada approval for the
carriage and delivery of explosives.

 

Explosive charges
are delivered by helicopter to start
zones to trigger avalanches. Example
shows double-fused primer to minimize
the possibility of a dud.

Emergency procedures, to be followed in the event
of a machine malfunction, must be developed and
practised. There will be little opportunity to jettison a full payload of bombs in an emergency, but
the pilot may instruct that primers armed with
detonators be jettisoned from the craft. Note, however, that the pilot may not want any objects to be
thrown from the craft in an auto-rotation descent
for fear of a rotor strike. All scenarios must be
planned for and discussed with the pilot prior
to take-off.
NOTAMS
If the operating area is on a tourist, heliski, or other flight
route, the pilot should seek authorization to issue a NOTAMS
(Notice to Airmen) and attempt to secure the air space.

 
Local experience helps in the
identification of preferred targets,
which should be recorded in an
avalanche atlas of the area.

Generally, the objective is to bomb when instability
is at a maximum. Avalanche control crews will
need to move quickly to secure all roads in the area
and sweep them before bombing. A spotter should
be positioned in a safe location at either end of any
road in the area being bombed. These spotters
must be equipped with a radio on the same frequency as the helicopter.
The spotters have three key duties:
• To keep vehicles off the road (including winter
recreationists).

Remote Triggering
When hard snow slabs exist, sympathetic releases may follow initiation of a single avalanche.
Sympathetic releases may occur a kilometre or more from the triggering event. In some
conditions, sympathetic releases may occur across a ridgeline in a completely different
drainage. This possibility must be considered if explosives are used for avalanche control.
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• To listen for other aircraft entering the area.
• To monitor the road and air traffic radio channels.
Most start zones have an area of maximum sensitivity or responsiveness
to the detonation of explosives. These areas may be discovered only with
experience, but a seasoned crew should be able to pick zones where
stresses or accumulations are maximized. These areas become preferred
targets that should then be documented in the avalanche atlas (Figure 132).
5.7 WINTER OPERATIONS

Harvesting Operations

Persons operating stationary equipment (e.g., yarders) located in
avalanche paths may be exposed to risk for extended periods. Workers
bucking logs on landings located in avalanche paths are more vulnerable
than are workers inside machines. Safe sites should be identified for
workers who are sharpening and fuelling saws. Maintenance work and
lunch breaks should not be taken under steep cutbanks.
While machine cabs offer some protection, workers in them can sustain
injuries from broken glass. Trauma and suffocation
are also possible. In coastal Alaska, a 15 t (-6) bulldozer clearing avalanche debris was swept more than
100 m by another avalanche. The machine operator
was thrown from the cab and subsequently died of
internal injuries (Anchorage Daily News, February
2000). Heavy machinery operators and truck drivers
are not immune to the danger of avalanches (Figures
  An operator sheltering
133 and 134).
behind this bulldozer was crushed when an
Road maintenance staff, such as grader, bulldozer,
and loader operators, are exposed to considerably
higher hazard than are most others on forest roads.
Operators are likely to be ploughing and grading
during storms when the likelihood of a direct-action
avalanche is greatest. The officer responsible for
avalanche risk management needs to ensure that
back-up communication systems are available for
operators who work alone, especially outside normal
operating hours.
Some forest companies fit graders with satellite
phone systems and require scheduled check-in calls
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avalanche overturned the machine.

  This loaded logging
truck was hit by a Size 3 avalanche at
Bear Pass near Stewart. The truck was
stopped at the time because the road
was blocked by an avalanche deposit
on an adjacent path.
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during periods of moderate and high avalanche danger. However, reception can be poor in steep-sided valleys, so having operators work in
tandem with line-of-sight radio communications may be a more practicable risk management system (G. Smith, , Gilbert Smith Forest
Industries, pers. comm.).

Recommendations for Safer Winter Operations
• If an applicable regional avalanche bulletin declares a Moderate or Considerable
avalanche danger for a given elevation, and if harvesting or other winter activities are
underway in potential avalanche terrain and an operation has no formal system of
assessing snow stability or avalanche danger, then it is recommended that weather,
snowpack, and avalanche activity be monitored and recorded on site (as outlined in this
handbook). Safe work procedures should be followed and outside expertise (e.g., an
experienced avalanche technician with a CAA Level 2 qualification) consulted to assess the
avalanche danger.
• If an applicable avalanche bulletin declares a High or Extreme avalanche danger in the
region, then it is recommended that harvesting or other winter activities underway in
potential avalanche terrain be terminated until such time as outside expertise can be
retained to appraise and advise on the situation.
• If an operation does not have a suitably qualified person responsible and available for
assessing the avalanche danger in winter, then it is recommended that harvesting in
potential avalanche terrain be scheduled for a different time of the year when the risk
of snow avalanches is low or non-existent.
(Refer to Section 5.9 in this handbook and Appendix 3 for more information on regional
avalanche bulletins.)
Recommendations endorsed by Workers’ Compensation Board; authority: WCB
regulation 26.18

Snowmobiles in Forest Operations

Forest layout technicians and others who work in remote areas in winter
may be at considerable risk from avalanches, especially when traversing
unploughed forest roads that cross through steep cutblocks. Buried surface hoar layers may create extreme avalanche dangers at elevations well
below the timberline. Evidence of avalanches (or not) in alpine areas may
not be indicative of the situation within lower-elevation cutblocks. The
snow stability may be such that an additional trigger such as a snowmobile may release a large avalanche.
Workers who use snowmobiles to access work sites in winter should be
trained in backcountry rescue and safe travel procedures (such as not
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travelling alone; not crossing through cutblocks in groups). Each snowmobile should carry a rescue shovel and probe. Good training resources
include the book Sledding in Avalanche Terrain by Jamieson (1997) and
the U.S. Forest Service video “Riding Safety in Avalanche Country.”
These are available from the .
At least one transceiver manufacturer produces a transmitter that operates on a secondary frequency for recovery of snowmobiles.
Removal of Avalanche Debris on Roads

Operators must be instructed to never leave a slot
cut through avalanche debris, as these can trap
equipment or workers should a second avalanche
descend the path. All slots must be “daylighted” on
the outer edge—that is, material should be pushed
well off to the side (Figure 135).

 

Avalanche debris

removal in Galena Pass near Trout Lake.
Crews clearing debris from forest roads in an
Operators must not leave a slot where
avalanche path with multiple start zones, or where
vehicles or workers could be trapped if a
second avalanche were to occur.
only a section of a start zone has released, can be at
considerable risk. An experienced avalanche technician (i.e., a person with a  Level 2 qualification and who has a
Workers’ Compensation Board certification for explosive use) must ensure that crews will not be exposed to any unacceptable risk. If there is a
potential for additional avalanching, snow above the road should be
bombed or road clearing operations postponed. If the avalanche danger
is assessed as moderate, it may be acceptable for clearing to begin, provided that safe work procedures are adopted. In this case an assistant,
equipped with a radio and familiar with avalanche rescue procedures,
must remain off-site to act as a spotter. It may be acceptable to have two
machines clear avalanche debris in adjacent paths without a spotter, provided that the operators have appropriate rescue training, maintain visual
contact, and observe regular (15-minute) radio checks with their operating base. Avalanche debris should not be cleared at night because it is
not possible to monitor start zones.

When debris removal is underway, one person with access to a phone
system (typically a radio dispatcher or scale operator) must monitor
radio traffic. That person must be familiar with the written avalanche rescue plan and have access to an up-to-date list of resources and rescue
agencies (see Appendix 2).
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5.8 AVALANCHE RESCUE

A discussion of avalanche rescue techniques is relevant for operators who
undertake winter harvesting.
Rescue Transceivers

Three items are essential to facilitate the quick recovery of any person
caught in an avalanche:
• Shovel
• Probe
• Rescue transceivers (avalanche rescue beacons)
Where the risk warrants, these three items of personal protective equipment () should be issued to field workers in winter and recalled at the
end of the avalanche season.
All electronic avalanche rescue transceivers in use today operate on
457 kHz. Older, alternative frequency beacons must not be used.
The International Commission on Avalanche Rescue has published
results of extensive field tests conducted with various makes of rescue
transceivers ( 1998). For all makes, experienced rescuers were able
to locate the buried transceivers quickly, with search times ranging from
2 to 3 minutes, but considerable differences were noted in the receiving
range of various makes and models (20–45 m). When several rescuers are
systematically working through an area, it is important that they be
spaced so as to not miss a buried victim. Optimum spacing depends on
the make of transceiver in use.
Some newer-model transceivers use digital technology and come with
optical range indicators that greatly assist rescuers not familiar with the
transceiver search techniques (Figure 136).
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Typical rescue transceivers. Model on
left has optical range indicator.

Workers operating in high-snowfall or high-hazard areas should
wear these devices at all times. It
is important that the beacons be
switched on and checked before
the user leaves camp or home in
the morning. Transceivers should
not reside in a lunch box, toolbox, or vehicle glove box or door
pocket.
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Some machine operators and fallers prefer to wear transceivers in a secure
pouch on their belt rather than around their neck. This is acceptable as
long as the instrument cannot be torn off should an avalanche strike the
wearer. Transceivers should not be worn externally. In cold conditions
they should be worn close to the body, to keep the batteries warm.
Of course, speed in transceiver searching does not
guarantee quick recovery. Probes must be used to
locate a deeply buried victim and these are seldom
longer than 3 m (Figure 137). Thus, any victim
buried at a greater depth is unlikely to be found
without rescuers resorting to digging a trench and
then re-probing the area. Digging to a depth in excess of 3 m takes considerable time.
Workers should train to locate two avalanche transceivers buried just below the snow surface in a
30 × 30 m area within a 5-minute period. Transceiver
rescue practices can be undertaken by different crew
members at the start of work or after a break each
day. Crew supervisors, as part of an operation’s ongoing quality safety management system, should
maintain a training log showing times for successful
recoveries.

 

Searchers probe a
Size 5 avalanche for a victim who was
not wearing a transceiver. Depth of
burial exceeded the length of probes.
The victim was not found by probing.

Loss Control
Ensure that the
buried transceivers
are turned on and
set to transmit
before undertaking
search exercises.
Beacons not turned
on, or not turned to
transmit, have been
lost during practice
sessions.

One transceiver can be permanently located at a convenient site (such as the administration office or
camp cookhouse) to enable personnel who work
alone (e.g., grader operators) to check that their own
transceiver is operating. Workers should be advised
that this transceiver could be signed out if they
should forget to bring their own unit to work. Furthermore, workers must be made aware of the folly
of not wearing a functioning rescue transceiver when
entering or working in a known avalanche area after the snow depth
reaches the avalanche threshold.

Wearing avalanche transceivers promotes avalanche awareness. Workers
must appreciate that their best hope of rescue comes from their immediate co-workers. All workers need to be able to rely on their co-workers to
keep their transceivers in good working order and to become proficient
in their use. According to Jamieson and Geldsetzer (1996, p. 19) “Recovery
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of victims within 15 minutes of burial is critical.” If an avalanche occurs
there will be no time to go for help.
If avalanche paths intersect forest roads, then all field staff travelling on
the roads should wear avalanche rescue transceivers when the avalanche
danger is above low. Grader operators should wear transceivers at all
times.
Wearing a rescue transceiver does not guarantee survival in an avalanche.
It offers no protection against trauma from impact with trees in a moving
avalanche or from suffocation. It does, however, greatly expedite the recovery of a buried avalanche victim and reduces the dependence of the
crew on external agencies or groups for avalanche rescue. Work crews
should be made aware that they are in a backcountry situation and that
they must be self-sufficient in avalanche rescue capability. Self-sufficiency
will create a huge saving in time that greatly increases the chances of live
recovery. Reliance on outside agencies or distant work crews offers little
hope of live recovery for workers caught outside of machinery or vehicle
cabs.
Transceiver Care and Maintenance

Rescue transceivers are hardy but not indestructible. Workers need to
know that transceivers will not stand up to harsh treatment such as being
dropped or immersed in water or other liquids. Battery life generally
exceeds 200 hours. Supervisors should schedule battery changes as appropriate. Spare batteries should be available in case a transceiver is left
on and the batteries drain. Most transceivers have a battery test mode;
workers should check the battery level each day and develop the habit of
testing both the “transmit” and “receive” mode of each other’s transceiver.
At the start of each winter season, new batteries should be installed and
both the “transmit” and “receive” function of every transceiver tested.
The maximum range of each device should be recorded in a log book.
Batteries should be removed from all transceivers at the end of each season.
Forest companies may choose to loan or rent rescue beacons to contractors who will be travelling through or working in avalanche-prone areas.
This places an onus on the company to ensure that the device is operating correctly and that appropriate training is given in the use of the
device. A small illustrated leaflet, preferably printed on a waterproof card,
showing safety tips and describing rescue techniques should be issued
with each transceiver.
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Workers who undertake outdoor winter recreation, such as snowmobiling or backcountry skiing, will likely be eager to use their beacons during
time off. This should be encouraged, as it helps build proficiency and elevates awareness of avalanche safety issues.
Transceiver Searching by Helicopter

Local helicopter pilots should be trained in the use of rescue transceivers.
A beacon, set to “receive,” can be taped to the helicopter’s skid with an
extension earphone connected to the pilot’s helmet (Weir and Carran
1997). Experience has shown that pilots proficient in tracking radio-collared wildlife need very little instruction in avalanche search technique. It
is far more effective to have the pilot conduct the
search than have a passenger direct the pilot.
Helicopter-based transceiver searching is particularly
effective on large avalanches or where debris consists
of large blocks or slick icy surfaces (Figure 138). In
situations where it is difficult to traverse the ground,
searching on foot or with snowshoes can be slow.
This is particularly so when analogue transceivers are
in use because searching with these devices relies on
a change in signal strength. By flying at moderate
speed over the area, the pilot can very quickly focus
on the point of maximum signal strength.
When more than one person may be buried, the
pilot can drop off a single searcher at a point of maximum signal strength to complete the pinpointing
phase of the search. The pilot can then proceed to
locate other buried victims and drop other searchers
as appropriate. Each searcher requires a transceiver,
a probe, and a shovel, and should be equipped with
a radio set to the helicopter’s channel. The helicopter would then transport other rescuers with
shovels to the burial sites. While the recovery is
under way, the pilot should prepare to fly victims
off-site.
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Large, blocky
avalanche deposit 500 m downslope of
the spring snowline. Searching on foot in
such material is slow and very difficult.
Long steel probes would be required.
Helicopter-based transceiver searching is
much more efficient, especially on large
deposits.

Training
Crews, equipped
with shovels, should
have practised
hover exits and
entry procedures
in low-stress
situations. A hover
entry is difficult to
undertake in a
heavily loaded,
two-bladed
helicopter (e.g.,
a Jet Ranger).
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Alternative Rescue Systems

An alternative avalanche victim location system is available, but it relies
on external help to facilitate a rescue. This system uses a low-cost, passive
reflector mounted on an adhesive patch that can be attached to an article
of clothing, belt, or similar item. The reflector is a rugged, small device
(60 × 23 mm) that requires no battery, so it should last for an extended
period. However, the functionality of each reflector
should, at a minimum, be tested at the start of each
winter. Two reflectors are recommended per person to give some redundancy.
200-m
range

Buried
reflector

The system operates via directional radio searching
and has a maximum range of about 200 m (Figure
139). The radio detector is generally brought to a
site by helicopter.

⇓

Several ski areas in British Columbia own or rent
the search detector device (an updated list is available online at www.recco.com). To facilitate a good
chance of live rescue, the detector unit needs to be
based within 15–30 minutes flying time of any exposed work site.

 

Searching with a
detector device.

This rescue system can be used as a backup, but the detector device
needs to be close at hand and radio communications must be reliable
(i.e., workers must have access to the local heliski or ski area’s rescue frequency). The system is appropriate for use by logging truck drivers who
may rarely be exposed to an avalanche hazard and
who are afforded some protection by their truck
cabs.
Some agencies have attached the reflectors to
bridges, small items of equipment, or other assets
that might be buried by avalanches (Figure 140).
Rescue Caches

 

Avalanche debris
removal in Bear Pass near Stewart.
Some road authorities fit reflectors to
vulnerable infrastructure such as bridge
abutments to facilitate location so as to
avoid machine damage when clearing
avalanche debris.
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A simple rescue cache should be readily available
at work sites in avalanche terrain. A cache should
typically consist of a dozen 3-m-long probe poles, a
10-mm (3⁄8 inch) diameter steel rod with a 300-mmlong handle bent at a right angle at one end, and
two sturdy square-mouth steel shovels.
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The cache should be clearly marked and stored beyond the edge of the
block, out of any potential avalanche runout. It can be carried in a crew
vehicle, but the vehicle must never be parked in or below an avalanche
path.
First aid equipment, blankets, a backboard, and flashlights should also be
available (see Appendix 2).
Rescue Exercises

A full-day avalanche rescue exercise should be conducted each winter.
Such an exercise should start with a review of the company’s formal
written rescue plan (see sample in Appendix 2) and include instruction
or refresher training in the use of the rescue transceiver and other techniques.
The company safety supervisor or officer responsible for avalanche risk
management should set up a realistic simulation exercise. This provides
an opportunity to test written plans and familiarize office staff with rescue procedures.
Workers should be required to search for buried transceivers in actual
avalanche debris, as well as to form a probe line and practise formal
rescue techniques. Rescue transceivers can be fitted to one or more
mannequins, which are then buried at various depths in the snow.
(Mannequins can be easily made from a set of heavy winter coveralls
stuffed with rags.)
5.9 INFORMATION EXCHANGES AND AVALANCHE BULLETINS

Forest operators who share terrain with heliski companies may benefit by
negotiating an arrangement to receive regular snow stability assessments
and avalanche forecasts from the snow safety officer or guides employed
by these companies.
Logging operators are encouraged to join the ’s information exchange () when winter harvesting is taking place in potential
avalanche terrain. Participants share weather, snowpack, and avalanche
observations and snow stability assessments with one another in a confidential environment that aims to benefit all members. The daily 
bulletins contain a technical discussion that rates the snow stability on a
scale from Very Good to Very Poor (Appendix 6).
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In the absence of better information, a regional assessment of avalanche
danger provides guidance as to when to apply appropriate work procedures or when to seek assistance with avalanche management (see
Appendix 3 for a list of service providers). Currently, a five-step classification is used to rate the avalanche danger (Low, Moderate, Considerable,
High, and Extreme).
Operators should be familiar with the information provider’s disclaimer.
Most providers explicitly state that their bulletin is intended for recreationists and not for commercial operators. Operators must realize that
weather, snow, and avalanche phenomena all display great spatial and
temporal variability. The information is given in good faith and the
provider cannot be held responsible or liable for unforeseen outcomes.
It is important to note that:
• Not all of the province is covered by avalanche advisories.
• Some advisories are not prognostic (rather, they give only an assessment of the current danger; they do not predict future trends).

Click for next page
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